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ABSTRACT

As high-resolution fingerprint images are becoming more

common, the pores have been found to be one of the promis-

ing candidates in improving the performance of automated

fingerprint identification systems (AFIS). This paper pro-

poses a deep learning approach towards pore extraction. It

exploits the feature learning and classification capability of

convolutional neural networks (CNNs) to detect pores on

fingerprints. Besides, this paper also presents a unique affine

Fourier moment-matching (AFMM) method of matching and

fusing the scores obtained for three different fingerprint fea-

tures to deal with both local and global linear distortions.

Combining the two aforementioned contributions, an EER of

3.66% can be observed from the experimental results.

Index Terms— High-resolution fingerprint recognition,

pore extraction, convolutional neural network, affine Fourier

moment-matching

1. INTRODUCTION

Conventional automated fingerprint identification systems

(AFIS) utilize the level 1 and 2 features for fingerprint match-

ing. With the current development of fingerprint sensor

technology, high-resolution fingerprint images (≥1000 dpi)

are more accessible now. With these images, finer fingerprint

features (level 3 features) can be extracted and used for fin-

gerprint matching to further enhance the recognition accuracy

of AFIS. Among the level 3 fingerprint features observed [1],

the pores have been found to yield high recognition capability.

Stosz and Alyea [2] pioneered in using pores for finger-

print authentication. The pores were extracted by tracking the

skeletonized fingerprint image. Fingerprint matching incor-

porated both minutia information and pore locations. Further

improvement to this method was suggested from several as-

pects [1]. First, Gabor filter and wavelet transform were

applied for better denoising effect in fingerprint image pro-

cessing. Regions with high negative frequency response and

within certain area size were taken as the pores. Furthermore,

two different matchers were used for the matching of level

2 features, namely minutiae-based matcher and correlation-

based matcher [3], and the pores were matched using the

modified iterative closest point (ICP) algorithm [4] for better

robustness against poor quality images. Other researchers

have also attempted high-resolution fingerprint matching by

using pores and ridge information [5, 6].

A pore-based high-resolution fingerprint matching algo-

rithm was proposed by Zhao et al. [7], where the pores were

extracted using the adaptive pore model (APM) [8]. Each

pore was converted into a feature vector through the pro-

posed pore descriptor. The pore descriptor is translation- and

rotation-invariant, hence eliminate the need for fingerprint

alignment. Due to this advantage, the descriptor-based ap-

proach has become a major research direction in recent works

[9, 10]. A pore filtering technique via spatial analysis [11]

was then introduced to improve the performance of APM.

Furthermore, matching corresponding pores through sparse

representation and the weighted random sample consensus

(WRANSAC) algorithm [12] was demonstrated [13]. In-

stead of using standard fingerprint features, SIFT points have

been successfully amalgamated with pores in high-resolution

fingerprint matching [14].

In this work, we introduce a novel approach towards fin-

gerprint pore extraction. Most existing pore extraction meth-

ods either adopted the image intensity analysis approach [2,

6, 10] or the filter approach [1, 5, 7, 8, 9, 11, 13]. This

work takes a completely different approach by using convo-

lutional neural network (CNN) for pore extraction. To the

best of our knowledge, there has not been any similar work

published before. With a large training dataset, CNNs are

able to extract appropriate features and perform classification

simultaneously in high accuracy. The proposed pore extrac-

tion technique exploits such quality of CNNs to capture the

distinctive features of pores. In addition, we use the affine

Fourier moment-matching (AFMM) technique [15] for fin-

gerprint matching. Unlike conventional metric-based match-

ing, this method assumes an affine mapping exist between two

fingerprints and computes the error based on Fourier moment-

matching (FMM) algorithm.

2. PORE EXTRACTION

2.1. Problem Formulation

Since pores are small (surface area of 5 to 40 pixels in a 1200

dpi image), smaller patches of size N ×N are extracted from
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the original fingerprint image for individual pore recognition.

Given an image patch I, our goal is to use the CNN to predict

whether it centers at a pore. This is a binary classification

problem which can be formulated as

d̂ = argmax
d∈{0,1}

p(d|I), (1)

where d = 1 indicates the presence of pore in the image patch

while d = 0 means otherwise. In any supervised learning-

based algorithm, the probability model p(d|I) is obtained

through a training process provided the training patches It
and the corresponding labels Lt. The prediction in (1) can

then be rewritten as

d̂ = argmax
d∈{0,1}

p(d|I; It,Lt). (2)

2.2. CNN Architecture

There are several CNN models in the literature created for im-

age classification, for example LeNet-5 [16], AlexNet [17],

VGGNet [18] and GoogLeNet [19]. All of the aforemen-

tioned CNN models have a pre-defined input image size and

specialize in either digit or object recognition. Although ex-

isting deep learning tools such as Caffe [20] allow fine-tuning

of pre-trained CNNs to adapt to new classification problem,

we have another task to complete — to find the neighbour-

hood size N ×N that produces the optimal pore recognition

accuracy. For this, we propose a CNN architecture that ac-

cepts input image with arbitrary size.

Fig. 1 shows the overall architecture of the proposed

CNN used for pore recognition and extraction. The network

consists of nine layers with weights, including the first seven

convolutional layers and the last two fully-connected layers.

Each convolutional layer contains a convolution operation

followed by a rectified linear unit (ReLU) [17] and all of

them share a standard set of hyperparameters. The filter size

is set to 3 × 3 with a stride of 1. The advantage of using

a stack of convolutional layers with smaller filters over one

layer with larger filter of equivalent effective receptive field

is that the former creates a deeper network and thus, is able

to learn more discriminative features [18]. Furthermore, the

number of weights can be drastically reduced in this way. The

number of filters in the convolutional layers is set to 2�l/2�+5,

where l represents the layer number.

The first fully-connected layer enables the network to

learn the non-linearity among the spatial features, and has an

output size of 4096. On the other hand, the final two-way

fully-connected layer prepares the features for the succeeding

softmax binary classification function.

During testing, the individual pore recognition task can

be extended to the pore extraction of a full fingerprint image.

However, since fully-connected layers are computed with ma-

trix multiplication, the number of weights is heavily depen-

dent on the output size of the previous layer, which is indi-

rectly controlled by the input image size. In order to employ

the entire fingerprint image in the same network described

above, the fully-connected layers have to be converted into

convolutional layers [18]. It can be done by replacing a K-

output fully-connected layer with a convolutional layer with

K filters of size equivalent to the size of the feature maps in

the previous layer. The output of the testing network is a bi-

nary map with 1’s indicating the locations of pores.

3. FINGERPRINT MATCHING

3.1. Affine Fourier Moment-Matching

Considering two fingerprint images on the affine space

f1(x, y) and f2(x
′, y′), there exists an affine mapping be-

tween them described as

f2(x
′, y′) �→ Af1(x, y) + t, (3)

where (x, y) and (x′, y′) represents the coordinate systems in

the two fingerprints, A =

[
a11 a12
a21 a22

]
= α

[
cos(θ) − sin(θ)
sin(θ) cos(θ)

]

defines a linear transformation, and t =

[
t1
t2

]
is the translation

vector.

Assuming that the Fourier transforms of f1(x, y) and

f2(x
′, y′) are F1(u, v) and F2(u

′, v′) respectively, it was

shown [21] that

F1(u, v) =
1

|Δ| exp
i(2π/Δ)(t1u

′+t2v
′) F2(u

′, v′), (4)

with

[
u
v

]
=

[
a11 a12
a21 a22

] [
u′

v′

]
and Δ =

∣∣∣∣a11 a12
a21 a22

∣∣∣∣. By using

the moment-matching method and least squares estimation,

Su and Lai [15] derived the energy cost function between the

second-degree Fourier moments of two affine-related images

as

E(A, t) =

2∑
d=1

wd‖M(1)
d −CdM

(2)
d ‖2

+ ‖f2(A, t, x, y)− f1(x, y)‖2
(5)

where d is the degree of moment, wd is the weight associ-

ated with the d-th degree Fourier moment constraint, Cd is

the coefficient matrix of the d-th degree moment, and M
(1)
d

and M
(2)
d are the d-th degree moments for the two images

respectively. The definitions for Cd, M
(1)
d and M

(2)
d follow

those described in [15] and are omitted in this paper.

3.2. Fingerprint Matching using AFMM

In the proposed work, we use all three levels of features for

high-resolution fingerprint matching, namely the ridge pat-

tern, minutiae and pores. The ridge pattern and minutiae are

extracted using wavelet-based Gabor filtering [22] and the

crossing number algorithm [23]. Each level of these features
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Fig. 1. The architecture of the proposed CNN.

is represented as a binary map and the error between two maps

can be expressed with (5). Hence, the error between two fin-

gerprints is derived as

EF (A, t) = ER(A, t) + EM (A, t) + EP (A, t), (6)

where ER(A, t), EM (A, t) and EP (A, t) are the error con-

tributions from matching ridge pattern, minutiae and pores

respectively.

Regardless of whether it is a genuine or an impostor

matching, the objective is to minimize the error with respect

to a set of affine mapping parameters A and t, that is, to

compute min
A,t

EF . In this paper, the gradient descent method

is used to solve this optimization problem. In the context of

fingerprint matching, we are trying to find the mapping in (3)

that best describes the affine relationship between two finger-

prints with error EF . The error can be used as the distance

measure for matching two fingerprints.

The method described above compares two fingerprints

globally (AFMM-G). To improve the robustness against lo-

cal distortions, the block-wise AFMM matching algorithm

(AFMM-B) as shown in Fig. 2, is proposed. First, the query

fingerprint is divided into 12 non-overlapping blocks of the

same size. For each block, a sliding window is created to iter-

ate through the registered fingerprint and find the block with

the lowest error. A voting scheme is then set up to record the

number of matchable blocks, S. A block is said to be match-

able if it corresponds to another block in the registered finger-

print with error less than a pre-defined threshold (EF,i < τ ,

where i represents the block number). S is taken as the final

matching score between two fingerprints. τ is set to 0.7 in this

paper.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

4.1. Accuracy of Pore Extraction

In this work, we use PolyU HRF DBI [24] for experiments.

The 30 fingerprint images with ground truth of pores were

used to evaluate the pore extraction method. The first 20 im-

ages were used for training while the remaining for testing.

Registered Fingerprint

Query Fingerprint

Compute 

No

n = 1 (first window position)

i++ (next 
image block)

No

Yes

Compute 

Yes

S++

No

Yes

Fig. 2. Visual illustration and flow chart of the proposed

AFMM-B algorithm.

For training, a N ×N image patch is extracted from each of

the pixel on the fingerprint images. If a image patch is cen-

tered within 3 pixels from the given ground truth of pore posi-

tions, it is labeled as 1; otherwise 0. There are approximately

2.6 millions patches used for training.

Table 1 shows the pore detection rates of the proposed

CNN-based pore extraction method with different patch sizes.

As pores are located on ridges, it is ideal for an image patch

to include the pore, and the surrounding ridge and valley so

that the CNN has sufficient information to identify the pattern

of a pore. Results indicate N = 17 outperforms other patch

sizes with 88.6% of true detection rate (TDR). It means that

the proposed CNN architecture in Fig. 1 can best recognize a

pore given its 17 × 17 neighbourhood on the fingerprint im-

age. The proposed pore extraction method also shows com-

parable results to the existing methods with significantly low

false detection rate (FDR). We use the following definitions
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Fig. 3. Examples of the pores detected by the proposed CNN-

based pore extraction method. TP predictions are denoted by

red circles, while FP predictions are green squares.

for TDR and false detection rate (FDR) to consider the accu-

racy of positive (pores) detection.

TDR =
TP

total number of true pores
; (7)

FDR =
FP

total number of true pores
, (8)

where TP and FP represents the number of correctly and

falsely predicted pores, respectively. Fig. 3 illustrates the

resulting TP and FP predictions of the proposed method.

Table 1. Experimental results of the proposed and other ex-

isting pore extraction methods. The detection rates of existing

methods reflect the results reported in the corresponding pa-

pers.

Method TDR FDR
Proposed

CNN-based

method

N = 15 84.4% 0.8%

N = 17 88.6% 0.4%

N = 19 83.1% 0.9%

Pamplona Segundo et al. [6] 90.8% 11.1%

Teixeira et al. [11] 86.1% 8.6%

Zhao et al. [9] 84.8% 17.6%

Jain et al. [1] 75.9% 23.0%

4.2. Performance of Fingerprint Recognition

The full testing set of DBI was used for fingerprint recog-

nition performance evaluation. It consists of 1480 high-

resolution partial fingerprint images from 148 subjects with

10 samples per subject. The experiment in this sub-section

was performed based on N = 17.

As shown in Table 2, the equal-error rate (EER) of the pro-

posed high-resolution fingerprint recognition method is com-

parable to that of the state-of-the-art methods. First of all,

it has been shown in Section 4.1 that the proposed CNN-

based pore extraction method yields high accuracy. Having

this advantage, complemented with the invariant properties

of the proposed AFMM-based fingerprint matching method,

the EER obtained is as low as 3.66%.

Table 2. Performance of the proposed high-resolution fin-

gerprint recognition algorithm and other existing methods as

reported in the original papers.

Method EER
AFMM-G (with pores) 4.67%

AFMM-B (with pores) 3.66%

AFMM-B (without pores) 13.26%

Pamplona Segundo et al. [6] 3.74%

Cui et al. [10] 10.46%

de Assis Angeloni et al. [5] 22.30%

Liu et al. [13] 5.41%

Jain et al. [1] 30.45%

From the table, it is notable that AFMM-B is more supe-

rior than AFMM-G. AFMM-B matches fingerprints locally

to address regional distortions that occur due to uneven pres-

sure applied on the fingerprint scanner, whereas AFMM-G

produces only one global set of affine mapping parameters

to conclude the transformation between two fingerprints.

Furthermore, if the pores information is excluded from the

matching process, the EER is increased by 9.6%. This proves

that the pores play a crucial role in high-resolution fingerprint

matching, especially for partial fingerprint images, where

limited ridge pattern and minutiae are available.

5. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we presented a new pore extraction approach

based on deep learning. Specifically, we designed and trained

a CNN model to recognize pores in a small image block. Tak-

ing advantage of the feature learning capability of CNNs, the

proposed method was able to achieve a pore detection rate

of 88.6%. We also introduced the idea of using AFMM in

high-resolution fingerprint matching, which fuses the scores

of matching ridge pattern, minutiae and pores. Experimental

results showed that the proposed method yields recognition

accuracy comparable to the state-of-the-art methods. As this

work demonstrated the potential of using deep learning for

pore extraction, the future work is to design and consolidate

an application-specific deep learning architecture to further

elevate the performance. Another future work is to develop a

high-resolution fingerprint recognition framework that better

utilizes the three levels of features.
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